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retro super cool stuff from the 50s 60s 70s 80s 90s - general retro sites kipp teague s retroweb the retroweb home page
wolfgangsvault com fantastic site to purchase vintage posters t shirts anything to do with music where people history and
memories join together from the people history site, 60s fashion vintage fashion and beauty ads taschen icon - the 60s
fashion vintage fashion and beauty ads book is a fascinating time capsule of ads from the groovy 60s although the book is
much smaller than i expected measuring about 5 75 x 8 it s b i g on color pictures, these modern ads are even more
sexist than their mad men - this old ad took the whole walking all over women thing to the next level, the tender hour of
twilight paris in the 50s new york - the tender hour of twilight paris in the 50s new york in the 60s a memoir of publishing s
golden age richard seaver jeannette seaver james salter on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers from beckett to
burroughs the story of o to the autobiography of malcolm x an iconic literary troublemaker tells the colorful stories behind the
stories b b b richard seaver came, 15 sexist vintage ads that are totally yuck gurl com - these sexist vintage ads are
horrific evidence of how crappy society used to treat women each advertisement is an instruction manual for a woman to
know her place they clearly lay out a girl s priorities cook clean satisfy your husbands desires play dumb look pretty and
remember men are just generally better this wasn t all, looking for rare oldies - looking for a female soul artist probably in
the 70 s or 80 s the only details are as follows 1 slow song with a low voiced female soul singer and a full background of
musical instruments, avedis zildjian gallery black - for examples of the sort of hammering to expect on 70s cymbals see
the hammering page some people call this 70s stamp a thin stamp apparently because the zildjian co is not bold thicker
compared to the avedis as it is in the 50s and 60s but you should be aware that this usage is non standard as are other
things on that site, baseball s power hitters of the 60s and 70s howtheyplay - when the 60s arrived hank aaron s storied
career was well under way the right handed power threat was a fine all around hitter and his 305 lifetime average is
impressive for someone who played so long 23 seasons, the fender mij 57 stratocaster vintage reissue planet botch - it
s easy to tell a fender mij 57 strat neck from a same period usa version at the twelfth fret the american neck is on the left the
japanese wider dot spacing is the one which was period correct for 1957, slacker radio free internet radio - slacker radio
is a free internet radio service light years away from the one dimensional playlists that you re used to personalize hundreds
of music stations as well as news sports and comedy options we know you ll hear the difference that s why we re perfect for
each other, hollywood reporter entertainment news - the hollywood reporter is your source for breaking news about
hollywood and entertainment including movies tv reviews and industry blogs
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